GuruCE and Lauterbach announce their official partnership
Hoehenkirchen-Siegertsbrunn, Germany, and Ohiwa, New Zealand, June 2015 –
Lauterbach, leading manufacturer of microprocessor development tools, and GuruCE, wellknown manufacturer of high quality Microsoft Windows Embedded Compact BSPs, announced
a deepening of their relationship in the form of an official partnership between GuruCE and
Lauterbach. The experts at GuruCE and Lauterbach already have a long working relationship
that is now brought to an even higher level of cooperation.
Lauterbach's debugging expertise combined with GuruCE's Windows Embedded expertise has
been critical in creating a highly reliable and extremely well performing iMX6 BSP for Windows
Embedded Compact 7 and 2013.
GuruCE now ships easy-to-use Lauterbach JTAG scripts with their iMX6 BSP so that GuruCE's
customers can, if needed, dive deep with the help of the best JTAG solutions for Windows
Embedded Compact by Lauterbach.
“We at Lauterbach very much enjoy the cooperation with GuruCE. Close contacts between the
developers and managers of both companies ensure a fast time-to-market of new solutions, as
well as a rapid response to customer support issues”, said Rudi Dienstbeck at Lauterbach.
“The expertise of Lauterbach has been invaluable in tracking down some very complex issues
with L1 and L2 cache coherency in the multi-core iMX6 processors. Without the excellent
support & tools of Lauterbach it would have taken us much longer to create a fully multi-core
cache-coherent BSP for the iMX6”, said Michel Verhagen at GuruCE.
About GuruCE
GuruCE offers deep technical knowledge of Windows Embedded Operating Systems. The
consultants of GuruCE are among the best in Windows Embedded BSP & driver development,
training and consulting. They help customers overcome the steep learning curve and greatly
reduce the time-to-market for their products. GuruCE operates as an umbrella for the top 5% of
talented Windows Embedded consultants. Most of the experts working with us are Microsoft
MVPs. GuruCE employs local experts in Europe (Netherlands), USA and New Zealand. For
more information please visit https://guruce.com
About LAUTERBACH
Lauterbach is the leading manufacturer of complete, modular and upgradeable microprocessor
development tools worldwide with experience in the field of embedded designs since 1979.
It is an international, well-established company with blue chip customers in every corner of the
globe and has a close working relationship with all semiconductor manufacturers. At the
headquarters in Höhenkirchen, near Munich, the engineering team develops and produces
highly proficient and specialized Development Tools, which are utilized all over the world under
the brand TRACE32®. Own branch offices exists in United Kingdom, Italy, France, Tunisia, on
the East and West coasts of the United States, Japan and China. Highly qualified sales and
support engineers are also available in many other countries. For more information visit
http://www.lauterbach.com/
LAUTERBACH, TRACE32 µTrace and other LAUTERBACH products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of LAUTERBACH. All other product and service names mentioned are the
trademarks of their respective companies.
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